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Infrared Heterodyne Detection 

Abstract-Heterodyne  experiments  have been performed m the middle 
infrared  region  of the eleetromngwtic spectrum .sinp the C02 laser as a 
radiation  source. Theoretically optimum operation bas been achieved  at lrHz 
heterodyne frqnencies p h o t d w t i v e  G e :  Cn detectors  operated  at 
4% and at kHz and MHz frequencies using Pb, photovoltaic 
detectors  at 77.K. In aceordance with the tiwry, the minimm detectable 
power obse~ed is a factor of 2/q greater than the theoreticplly  perfect quart- 
trim counter, hvAj. The coeaient 2/q varies from 5 to 25 for the detectors 
investigated in this study. A comparisoo is made between photoconductive aad 
pbotodiode  detectors for heterodyne me m the infrared, and it is concluded 
that both are usehl. 

Heterodyne  detection  at 10.6 pm is expected  to  be useful for  commrmica- 
tim applicatioaf, infrared radar, and heterodyne spectroscopy. It has 
particular significpnce because of the high radiation power available  from 
t b e C 0 2 1 a s e r , a a d b e c P m e o f t h e 8 t 0 1 4 p m a ~ w i n d o w .  

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE USE of heterodyning as a coherent detection 
method in the radiowave, microwave, and  opti- 
ca1r’1-[61 regions of the electromagnetic spectrum is 

well known. It is the purpose of this paper to show that 
optimum heterodyne performance may be attained well 
into the infrared. Experiments performed with  several 
different detector conligurations and materials, at the CO, 
laser wavelength (10.6 pm), will be discussed. 

Coherent detection differs  in  several  significant respects 
from direct detection, or simple photon counting. The  con- 
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figuration for  a generalized heterodyne receiver is shown in 
Fig. 1. Its  operation is based on the square-law response of 
the photodetector  to the incident radiation electric field. 
As a result, two electromagnetic waves  of different fre- 
quencies (wl and w,) mix at the photodevice to produce  a 
signal at the difference frequency 01- ’w2.  When one of 
these beams is strong (it may be locally produced and is then 
called the local oscillator or LO beam), the sensitivity for  the 
process is considerably greater  than in the  straight detection 
or video case because of the high conversion gain between 
power at the input  and at the difference frequency.[21 In 
addition to this hgh  conversion gain, the heterodyne detec- 
tor exhibits both  strong directivity and frequency selectivity. 
The frequency selectivity of the coherent detection process, 
in turn, permits the noise bandwidth to be reduced to a very 
small value. It is also observed that  the heterodyne detector 
is linear in that the detector  output power is proportional 
to the input signal radiation power. 

At optical and infrared frequencies, the heterodyne de- 
tector acts, in  effect, as both an antenna  and  a receiver,[71 
and requires careful alignment between the LO and signal 
beams in order to maintain  a  constant phase over the surface 
of the photodetector. As a result, the use of coherent detec- 
tion in  a  communication system is limited by the atmo- 
spheric distortion of the wavefront, which imposes a restric- 
tion on the maximum achevable signal-to-noise ratio.[’] 
Heterodyne detection is therefore most useful for detecting 
weak signals which are coherent with a locally produced 
source. It is a relatively insensitive detector  for thermal 
radiation,[’] although  it should be pointed out  that it is 
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Fig. 1. The  generalized  infrared  or  optical  heterodyne  receiver. 

capable of furnishing information  about the frequency 

In the case where both the signal and the LO derive from 
the same source (such as in the  experiments described in this 
paper), the  heterodyne signal can provide information 
about  the velocity  of a target through the Doppler shift.' 
Heterodyne detection is also useful for  heterodyne spectros- 

and in the study of physical  processes occurring 
in materials. Use of the technique has already been made in 
the design  of a laser Doppler velocimeter,  which measures 
localized  flow  velocities in gases and 

Coherent detection experiments have  been previously 
reported in the visible and the near infrared using photo- 
emissive devices,[sl~[121  photodiode^,['^,['^^ and  photocon- 
d ~ c t o r ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ [ ' ~ ~ ~ [ ' ~ ]  The use of an InAs  diode has permitted 
heterodyne  measurements to be  extended to 3.5 In 
the submillimeter region, an improvement in  sensitivity 
with heterodyne operation['71~[181 has been demonstrated 
for  InSb, pyroelectric, and  Golay cell detectors. 

The  measurements reported here have  been performed at 
10.6 pm in the middle infrared region. It is the availability 
of the high radiation  power  from  the CO, laser coupled 
with the 8 to 14 pm atmospheric window  which  makes 
sensitive detection at 10.6  pm important for systems  use. 
Furthermore, it is at these longer wavelengths that the 
higher  sensitivity available from  coherent detection is par- 
ticularly valuable, since  it enables the user to discriminate 
against various noise sources including the  blackbody 
radiation  from objects at room temperature, which  is ap- 
preciable at 10.6  pm. In  the  experiments reported below, 
we have  observed a minimum detectable radiation power 
which  is  within a factor of 5 of the theoretical quantum 
limit, hvAf. (Here, hv is the  photon energy and Af is the 
receiver bandwidth.) 

Because the experimental setup employed in these experi- 
ments detects the scattered radiation from a diffusely  re- 
flecting  moving surface, it is, in effect, a miniature prototype 
CO, laser radar. A full-scale CO, laser radar based on a 
similar experimental conftguration has been  recently  set up 
and successfully operated on targets as far as two miles 
from  the transmitter by Bo~tick.[ '~] 

This is still possible if  the LO and  signal beams arise from different, 
but  frequency  locked,  laser^.['^^[^] 

11. THEORY 
A parameter which is of interest in evaluating the useful- 

ness  of a receiving technique is the signal-to-noise ratio.  In 
this section, we discuss the operation of an infrared (optical) 
heterodyne receiver and calculate the expected signal-to- 
noise ratio  at the output of the detector. 

Consider  two parallel electromagnetic waves of fre- 
quencies w1 and w2 impinging  normally on the photo- 
detector of an infrared heterodyne  receive^[^^[^] (see Fig. 
1). The  total electric  field  vector E, is  given  by 

E, = E1 COS o,t + E,  COS ~ 1 2 t  (1) 

where E ,  and E ,  are  the  amplitudes of the individual 
incident waves.  Assuming that E ,  and E ,  have the  same 
polarization, the response r from  the detector is propor- 
tional to  the intensity of the radiation  or  to the square of 
the electric field 

r a E: = E: cos' colt + E: cos' w,t 

+ E l E ,  COS (01 - w,)t + ElE,  COS (01 + a&. (2 )  

Because the detector cannot follow the instantaneous in- 
tensity at infrared frequencies,  it will respond to the average 
value of the first, second, and fourth terms in (2 )  above. 
These average values are E:/2,  E$/2, and zero, respectively. 
However,  it  is  assumed that  the detector has a sufficiently 
high  frequency response to follow the signal at the difference 
frequency w1 -0,. Thus, the  response of the detector to 
the  two incident waves  is  given  by 

L -I 

where fl is a proportionality constant containing the detec- 
tor  quantum efficiency. 

If  we confine measurement of the signal to a bandpass 
about the difference or heterodyne frequency (also called 
the intermediate frequency or  IF), then it  follows that 

rW = 8. E1E2 cos (a1 - w,)t. (4) 

But, since rdc= (b /2) (E:  +E:),  the detector response may 
be written in terms of its dc  component : 

2E,E,  COS (w ,  - w2)t 

E: + E; ] rdc* ( 5 )  

For a very strong LO beam, E,>>E1,  and it  follows that 

E ,  
E2 

rIF = 2 - Idc cos WIFt. (6) 

The mean-square  photodetector  response is then given by 

where Pl and P, are the radiation powers  in the signal 
beam  and  the LO beam, respectively. 

If  we now consider the noise  response rn in the detector 
as arising from shot noise,[201*[211  which  is the case  for the 
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photoemitter and the ideal reverse-biased photodiode, then 
the mean-square noise response is  given by the well-known 
shot-noise formula 

Hence, the signal-to-noise ratio, (S/N),,,,, may be written 

However, since Idc arises from the comparatively large 
LO, it is related to the LO beam power P2 by the quantum 
efficiency tl 

rdc = - P2. tle 
hv 

Thus, the result for the signal-to-noise ratio becomes[201,[211 

(S/N)power = tlPl/hvAf 
(photoemitter  and reverse-biased photodiode). (1 la) 

From this relation, it is  seen that the value of the signal 
beam radiation power necessary to achieve a (SIN),,,,= 1 
is  given  by 

(photoemitter  and reverse-biased photodiode). (1 lb) 

This quantity is defined as the minimum detectable power, 
and is denoted by rn. 

If the two radiation beams impinging on the detector 
are not parallel to within a  certain  angular t o l e r a n ~ e , [ ~ l J ~ ~ ]  
and do not illuminate the same area, or if the  radiation is 
not normally incident upon the photodetector,[231 ,then 
(S/N) and p f l i n  will  differ from the expressions in (1 1) given 
above.  In the experiments reported in this work, however, 
the conditions required for the validity of (11)  have  been 
satisfied. For a sufficiently large LO power, the theory 
derived in the form given above has been experimentally 
verified both  for the case of photoemitter~,[~] and  for 
back-biased p h o t o d i o d e ~ . [ ' ~ ] ~ [ ' ~ ~  In  particular,  Hanlon  and 
Jacobs[241 have recently verified  (1 1) in a bandwidth of 1 
Hz, using an InAs  diode  detector. 

For the case of a  photoconductor,  the noise behavior 
differs from simple shot noise, and the results derived above 
are not directly applicable. Photoconductor noise is a com- 
plicated phenomenon,[251  and depends to  a great extent on 
the nature of the photoconductor.2  In the limit of large LO 
powers, however, extrinsic Ge: Cu is expected to display 
simple generation-recombination (g-r) noise.[261 Since the 

The same result has also been obtained as a special case3 
of a relation derived by DiDomenico  and Anderson[291 for 
CdSe. 

In the photovoltaic cell, on the other  hand, the same pro- 
cesses occur as in the reversed-biased photodiode. However, 
instead of generating a  current,  a voltage results from the 
dipole-layer charge since the cell  is  effectively open- 
circuited. The detectivity and the real noise equivalent 
power (RNEP) for both the reverse-biased p-n junction  and 
the photovoltaic detector have recently been  discussed by 
van Vliet,[251 who has shown that the RNEP for the photo- 
voltaic cell  is higher than  that for the reverse-biased photo- 
diode by a factor of $. It follows that the (electronic) noise 
power, which  is proportional to the square of the RNEP, 
is a factor of 2 greater for the photovoltaic configuration. 
Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio for the photovoltaic 
device, as for the photoconductor, is just one-half that for 
the photoemitter or the reverse-biased photodiode. It 
should be pointed out, however, that the advantage gained 
in signal-to-noise ratio  for reverse-biased photodiode  oper- 
ation  can only be  realized for detectors having a high 
reverse-bias dynamic resistance, as will  be  seen later. 

The signal-to-noise ratio  and minimum detectable power 
for the extrinsic photoconductor and for the photovoltaic 
junction are therefore given by 

(S/N)pwer tlP1/2hvAf ( 124 

(photoconductor  and photovoltaic diode). (12b) 

These devices are  a factor of 2 less  sensitive than  a  photo- 
emitter or ideal reverse-biased photojunction of the same 
quantum efficiency [compare (ll)], and  a factor of 2/q  less 
sensitive than the perfect quantum  counter. (For the  photo- 
conductor,  although  both the signal and the noise depend 
on the photoconductor gain G,  the ratio may  be shown to 
be independent of this 

The operation of photoconductive Ge : Cu as  a hetero- 
dyne detector near the theoretical limit  given by (12) has 
been demonstrated earlier by Teich, Keyes, and Kings- 
ton.[301  More recently, similar experiments performed on 
Ge : Hg by Buczek and P~cus[~']  have also been found to 
agree closely  with the predictions of (12). 

In  later sections, we discuss in detail the experimental 
results of heterodyne measurements on photoconductive 
Ge:Cu and  on  photovoltaic Pb,-,Sn,Se. In both of these 
cases, the experimental agreement with the theory outlined 
in this section is quite  good. 

behavior for simple g-r noise is the same as that  for  shot 111. EXPERIMENT 
noise  except  for a factor of two,['51*[26F-[281 it may  be shown 
that the signal-to-noise ratio for Ge : Cu  has  a value just 
one-half as large as that  for  a  photoemitter or a nonleaky 
reverse-biased photodiode of the same quantum efficiency. 

van Vliet[25'  has  separated  photoconductors  into  four classes,  each 
of which  behaves  differently:  intrinsic,  minority trapping model,  two- 
center  model, and extrinsic. In the absence of trapping. 

A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement 
used for  the heterodyne measurements in photoconductive 
Ge: Cu is shown in Fig. 2. The  radiation from a C02-N2-He 
laser, emitting approximately 10 W at 10.6 pm, was incident 
on a modified Michelson interferometer. One  mirror of the 
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0.64 cm)  served as  a beam splitter, and  front surface mirrors 
were  of standard aluminum-coated glass.4 

A 2.54-cm-focal-length Irtran I1  lens inserted in the signal 
beam focused the radiation to a single spot  on  the rim of 
the rotating wheel. The purpose of the lens  was twofold. 
It served to collect  sufficient scattered radiation to permit 
an incoherent (nonheterodyne) measurement of the scat- 
tered signal power at the detector  for calibration purposes, 
and it also insured spatial coherence of the scattered 
radiation over the receiver aperture.  The procedure is 
analogous to  that used to obtain spatially coherent thermal 
radiation, where the source is  focused onto  a pinhole aper- 
ture  stop. This insures that all points on the wavefront 
emanating from the pinhole arise from the same source 
point and  are therefore correlated. The coherence prop- 
erties may  be deduced from the van Cittert-Zernike 
t h e ~ r e m . [ ~ ~ l , [ ~ ~ ]  

Irises were  used to  maintain  the  angular alignment of the 
wave fronts of the two beams to within Ala, the required 
angular tolerance for  optimum photomixing (a  is the detec- 
tor aperture).[71  It should be noted  that this angular align- 
ment restriction is twenty times  less stringent than in the 
visible region of the spectrum.  A Perkin-Elmer wire-grid 
polarizer insured that the recombined beams had a com- 
mon linear polarization.  The beams impinged normally on 
the photodetector.  The  output from the detector was  fed 
through  a controlled-bandwidth, low-noise amplifier to a 
thermocouple type rms voltmeter. Alternately, the signal 
was fed simultaneously to  an oscilloscope and to a spectrum 
analyzer. 

The experimental setup used for  the heterodyne measure- 
ments with photovoltaic Pb, -,Sn,Se is shown in Fig. 3. It is 
essentially identical to the  arrangement  for Ge: Cu, with the 
notable exception of the detector  output circuitry. For the 
high-impedance photoconductor  (dark resistance - 600 
kR), a 1-kR load resistor is  used to convert the photo- 
current to a voltage suitable for ampldication. For the low- 
impedance photovoltaic device (- 1.5 R), on the other 
hand, the voltage is both amplified and transformed in 
impedance to the standard 50 R by the use of a matching 
transformer.  A  photograph of the actual experimental 
equipment used in these measurements is shown in Fig. 4. 

Iv. RESULTS FOR PHOTOCONDUCTIVE Ge : CU 
The copper-doped germanium detectors used in the 

heterodyne experiments were made by indiffusion of Cu 
into high-resistivity n-type germanium host material for  a 
period of 16 hours at 760°C. The samples, which  were 
2 mm x 2.2 mm x 3 mm in  size,  were then quenched in air. 
The resulting copper  atom  concentration was 6.8 x lOI5 
cmP3, and the compensation by the original donors was 
such as  to produce  a free hole lifetime of about 2 x s 
at  4°K. With  a bias voltage of 13.5 V on the detector, its 
(incoherent) low-power responsivity was found to be 0.2 

These mirrors must have  high  reflectivity to prevent thermal  distor- 
tion  and  consequent  deformation of the wavefront of the reflected radia- 
tion. 

Fig. 5 .  (a) A multiple-sweep  display of the  heterodyne  signal  from a 
Ge:Cu detector.  The loss of definition of the waveform in the third 
cycle  reflects the h i t e  bandwidth of the heterodyne  signal. (b) A single- 
sweep  of the signal  shown  in (a), but with a longer  time  scale. The modu- 
lation of the signal  envelope  arises from  the  random  nature of the scat- 
tering  surface. 

Ge:Cu DETECTOR 
HETERODYNE FREOUENCY: 70kHz 

Ps ( W a t t s )  

Fig. 6.  The  data  points,  obtained from a typical run, represent the 
observed  signal-to-noise ratio of the heterodyne signal in Ge:Cu, 
(S/N),,,,, for  a given  signal-beam radiation power (P,). The theoretical 
curve,  given  by the expression (SIN),,,,= qPJ2hvAA is  in good agree- 
ment  with the  data.  The minimum  detectable  power ein (defined as 
that signal  beam  power for which the heterodyne S/N is unity) cor- 
responds,  in a 1-Hz bandwidth, to 7 x W. 

A/W by calibration with a blackbody source of known 
temperature.  The detector was operated near liquid helium 
temperature. 

Fig. 5(a)  shows a multiple-sweep display of the hetero- 
dyne signal obtained at the detector output with a signal 
beam radiation power of 1 x lo-* W. The loss of definition 
of the waveform in the third cycle  reflects the finite band- 
width of the heterodyne signal. Fig. 5(b) shows a single trace 
of this signal for  a longer time scale. The  modulation  band- 
width is caused by statistical fluctuations of the heterodyne 
signal arising from  the moving diffuse surface of the wheel. 

The results of a typical experimental measurement of the 
heterodyne signal-to-noise ratio for the detector are shown 
in Fig. 6. The filled  circles represent the observed signal-to- 
noise power ratio  data points, (SIN),,,,, as a function of 
the signal beam radiation power (P, or PI) .  Only noise 
arising from the presence of the LO beam (which  was the 
dominant  contribution to the noise) is considered. Various 
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values of Ps were obtained by inserting calibrated CaF, 
attenuators in the signal beam, while the unattenuated 
power was measured by chopping  the signal beam in the 
absence of the LO. As indicated earlier, the presence of the 
lens facilitated this measurement. 

A plot of the theoretically expected result, 

(SIN)power = ?PS/2hVAf 9 

is also shown in Fig. 6. Using an estimated quantum 
efficiency q = 1/2, it is  seen to be in good agreement with 
the experimental data. Had noise from sources other than 
the LO been taken into  account in computing the SIN, the 
experimental values  would still be within a factor of two of 
the theoretical curve. Measurements were made with an 
LO power of 1.5  mW. 

With a heterodyne signal centered at about 70 kHz, and 
an amplifier bandwidth of 270 kHz, the experimentally 
observed minimum detectable power P p  (defined as  that 
signal beam power for  which the heterodyne SIN is unity) 
is  seen to be 2 x W. In a 1-Hz bandwidth, this cor- 
responds to a minimum detectable power of 7 x lo-,' W, 
which  is to be compared with the expected value (21q)hvAf 
~ 7 . 6  x lo-'' W. The experimental measurement is there- 
fore within 6 dB of the theoretically perfect quantum 
counter,  and is in substantial agreement with the expected 
result for the Ge : Cu detector used in these experiments. 

Because the roughness of the wheel (- 10 pm) is com- 
parable to the radiation wavelength 1, the bandwidth of 
the noise modulation B should be approximately[301 uld, 
where u is the velocity at which the illuminated spot  tra- 
verses the surface, and d is the diameter of the focused spot 
on the wheel (-50 pm). This follows from the fact that 
every d/u seconds, a completely new area of the wheel  is 
illuminated, giving  rise to scattered radiation which  is un- 
correlated with that of the previous time interval. The co- 
herence time is therefore -d/u,  and the frequency band- 
width is given by the inverse coherence time. With t'= r e  
and d - FAID, B is  given approximately by reDIF1. Here v 
is the tangential velocity of the wheel  (157  cm/s), 4 is its 
angular velocity (loll s- l ) ,  and r its radius (5.05 cm). F 
represents the focal length of the lens  (2.54  cm),  while D is 
the diameter of the radiation beam at the output of the 
laser (- 5 mm). 

Using these values, we obtain a calculated noise modula- 
tion bandwidth B - 3 0  kHz, which  is comparable with the 
value obtained from the power-spectral-density trace shown 
in. Fig. 7. A Panoramic model SB-15a ultrasonic spectrum 
analyzer operated with a trace sweep  speed of N 4 s- was 
used  for the  observation^.^ The center frequency of 70 kHz 
is seen to correspond to the period of 14 ps observed in 
Fig. 5(b). Both traces were obtained directly across the 
(1-kQ) photoconductor load resistor. 

A discrepancy between the observed values of signal and 
noise (individually, rather  than the ratio)  and the values 
calculated on the basis of the measured responsivity has 

A smooth,  bell-shaped  curve  may be obtained by integrating  and 
then  recording  the  power  spectral  density  curve. 

50 
I 

70 
I 

90 
I 

f ( k H z )  
Fig. 7. A typical  power-spectraldensity trace of the  heterodyne  signal 

from Ge : Cu. The  trace  sweep speed was 4 s- l .  The  center  frequency  of 
70 kHz  corresponds  to  the period of 14 ps observed in Fig. 5(b). 

not been Experiments have shown, however, 
that the photoconductor gain does not depend either on 
the chopping frequency of the incident radiation or  on the 
heterodyne frequency, both possible causes for the dis- 
agreement. Other experiments, which  have  been performed 
by placing attenuators in various positions in the optical 
path, indicate that amplification of frequency-shifted 
(scattered) radiation[361 by the laser is not responsible for 
the effect.6 Measurements of the  photoconductor gain as a 
function of the LO power were inconclusive, and it remains 
possible that this effect has some bearing on the problem. 

The results reported in this section differ only slightly 
from those reported previously for Ge : Cu by Teich, Keyes, 
and Kingston.[301 Buczek and P~cus,[~'] in their experiments 
with Ge : Hg, used two independent CO, lasers oscillating 
at slightly different frequencies. The minimum detectable 
power  which they obtained (referred to a 1-Hz bandwidth) 
was (Ge : Hg)=1.73 x lo-'' W, which  is in good 
agreement with the results obtained by us for Ge : Cu, 
using a completely different experimental configuration. 

V. RESULTS FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC Pbl -,Sn,Se 

The  Pbl -,Sn,Se diodes used as heterodyne detectors have 
been fabricated from Bridgman-grown crystals by Meln- 
gailis and by Calawa et [391 The  bandgap of these dif- 
fusedp-n junction devices varies with composition (x) so that 
the wavelength for peak responsivity may  be adjusted by 
varying x. The devices  which we used achieved their maxi- 
mum responsivity ( -  1 V/W, 77°K) at the CO,  laser wave- 
length, and  had the composition Pb,,,,,Sn,~,64Se. The 
nature  and inversion properties of the conduction and 
valence bands for these alloys have been  discussed in 
detail both for the and for  single-crystal thin 
films.[401 The inversion behavior of the bands in Pb, -,Sn,Se 
is similar to that observed for Pb, -,SnxTe.[411 The detec- 
tivity of the devices (D*)  was > 3 x lo9 cm . s- ' j 2  . W - ' , and 
the camer concentration was - 10'' ~ m - ~ .  

The author is grateful to A. E.  Siegman of Stanford  University for 
discussing  this  problem  with him and suggesting such  a  possibility. 
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Fig. 8. (a)  Current-voltage (I-V)  characteristic of the  Pbo,936Sno,06,Se 
diode used  in the  heterodyne experiments. The  upper  trace is the  dark 
characteristic while the lower trace is the characteristic  with  the 
(18  mW) LO applied.  (b)  Same  characteristic on expanded I  and  V 
scales. 

The diodes had a 1-mm-diameter active area and were 
operated at 77°K in the  photovoltaic mode. The thin n- 
type layer ( -  10  pm) was exposed to the LO and signal 
beam radiation.  The I-V characteristic of diode no. 37, both 
in the absence and in the presence of the LO, is shown in 
Fig. 8. It can be  seen from these curves that the zero-current 
impedance, as well as  the reverse impedance, of the detector 
is 1: 1.5 R. This value, which is very  low,  is essentially 
independent of the presence of the LO. Using a calibrated 
thermopile and the I-V characteristic of Fig. 8, the quantum 
efficiency and responsivity for the device  were directly 
determined to be 8.5 percent and 0.9 VjW,  respectively. 
The efficiency could presumably be further improved by 
depositing an antireflection coating on the diodes. The 
numerical values  for the quantum efficiency and the respon- 
sivity are consistent with those obtained by Melngailis 
using a different method at much lower radiation powers. 

The  arrangement used  in the heterodyne experiments 
(see Fig. 3) has been described in detail in Section 111. A 
transformer at the output of the detector transformed its 
impedance to a level appropriate for matching to the low- 
noise amplifier. The experimental procedure was identical 
to  that described for measurements on Ge : Cu in Section 
IV: various values of the signal beam radiation power P, 
were obtained by inserting calibrated CaF, attenuators in 
the signal beam. The  unattenuated power  was determined 
from the known responsivity of the diode by chopping the 
signal beam in the absence of the LO, and then using phase- 
sensitive detection. In all cases, the direct response of the 
detector was ascertained to depend linearly on the LO 
radiation power. In calculating the signal-to-noise ratio, 
only noise arising from the presence of the LO was con- 
sidered. The noise figure of the amplifier was such that with 

Pbx Sn,-x 5e DETECTOR 

HETERODYNE FREQUENCY:O.tMtlz 

Ps ( W a t t s )  

Fig. 9. The solid  line is the observed  signal-to-noise ratio  for  the hetero- 
dyne  signal  in Pb, ->n,Se as a  function of the signal  beam radiation 
power. The heterodyne  frequency  is 110 kHz  and  the detection band- 
width is 65 kHz.  The theoretical  curve, (S/N)pwer=qPJ2hvAJ lies 
within the limit of experimental accuracy. 

modest LO powers - 15  mW, the noise associated with the 
LO was  typically - 25 percent of the total noise. It appears 
that higher LO powers could have been  used without any 
difficulty ; however, it would  have required a rearrangement 
of our  apparatus  to  obtain LO powers in excess of  20 mW. 

Experiments were performed in two different regions of 
heterodyne frequency and  bandwidth: an IF  of 110 kHz 
with a bandwidth of  65 kHz; and  an IF  of 2.05 MHz with 
a bandwidth of 10.0 MHz. They are described in the fol- 
lowing paragraphs. 

A .  Heterodyne  Detection  at k H z  Frequencies 
A Princeton Applied Research Model AM-2 input  trans- 

former (frequency range 5  kHz to 150 kHz ; turns  ratio 
1 to 100)  was  used to couple the detector output to the high 
input-impedance low-noise amplifier (PAR Model CR4-A). 
Measurements were made with an LO power of 9 mW. 

The results of a typical experiment are shown in Fig. 9. 
The solid line  is the observed signal-to-noise power ratio, 
(SINpower, of the heterodyne signal as a function of the 
signal beam radiation power P,. With a heterodyne signal 
centered at 110 kHz, and  a transformer-amplifier bandwidth 
of  65 kHz, the experimentally observed minimum detectable 
power Pyin is seen to be  1.6 x W. The dashed line  in 
Fig. 9 represents the theoretical result. Using the relation 
(S/N),o,,, = qPs/2hvAf, and  a  quantum efficiency q = 0.085, 
it is  seen to lie within the limit of experimental accuracy. 
The observed minimum detectable power corresponds, in a 
1-Hz bandwidth, to 2.5 x lo-'' W.  Since the experiments 
were performed using a scattering surface,  however, it 
must be kept in mind that the observation bandwidth for 
the heterodyne signal must be greater  than the noise modu- 
lation bandwidth ( -  50 kHz for an IF of 100 kHz). 

B. Heterodyne  Detection  at MHz Frequencies 
The behavior of the Pb, -,Sn,Se heterodyne detectors at 

MHz frequencies was investigated by rotating the scattering 
wheel faster. This was accomplished by replacing the 
300-r/min synchronous motor driving the scattering wheel 
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Fig. 1 1 .  (a) A multiple-sweep  display of the  heterodyne  signal in 
Pbl -,Sn,Se.  The loss of definition of the  waveform  in  the  fifth  cycle 

beam radiation power reflects  the  finite  bandwidth  of  the  signal.  (b) A single  sweep  of  the 
me agrement of heretqd~ne signal  shown  in (4, but  with a longer  time scale. This  figure 

1s s d a r  to Fig. 5 for Ge: Cu; note the  very  different  time scales, 
however. 

Fig. Signal-to-noiseratio as a function of 
for 2-05 M H ~  heterodyne from pbl -$n,~e. 
theory and experiment, as in Fig. 9, is good. 

with a 3600-r/min motor.  A small matching  transformer7 
provided  an  impedance of approximately 50 R at  the  input 
of a wide-bandwidth low-noise integrated-circuit amplifier. 
The effective bandwidth of the transformer-amplifier com- 
bination was 10.0 MHz.  The LO power  was determined 
from Fig. 8 (and the known responsivity of the detector) 
to be 18 mW. 

The signal-to-noise ratio for the heterodyne signal at 
2.05 MHz is  shown  in Fig. 10. This plot is similar to  that of 
Fig. 9, except  for the IF and  the bandwidth’. The  minimum 
detectable power  for this experiment is 7.6 x W, 
which  is larger than  that of Fig. 9 because of the increased 
bandwidth.  The  dashed line, representing the theoretical 
result, predicts a Pp of 4.8 x lo-’’ W,  which  is within the 
experimental bracket. The observed  minimum detectable 
power, extrapolated to a 1-Hz bandwidth, is  7.6 x W, 
which  may be compared  with the expected  value (2/q)hvAf 

Fig. ll(a) shows a multiple sweep  display at  the detector 
output which  is  similar to that shown  for Ge : Cu in Fig. 5. 
The loss of definition of the waveform  in the fifth  cycle 
reflects the finite bandwidth of the  heterodyne signal. 
Fig. ll(b) shows a single trace of this  signal  for a longer 
time scale.  Sir.ce the noise modulation  bandwidth B and 
the heterodyne frequency are  both  proportional  to  the 
angular velocity of the scattering wheel 8, their ratio is 
independent of the IF and  depends only on geometrical 
factors. Therefore, Figs. 5 and 11 appear very  much alike 
in spite of their very  different time scales. 

Heterodyne detection has also been  observed in 
Pbl -,Sn,Te operated in the  photo- 
voltaic mode.  The particular alloy composition used had 
x=O.17 (Pb0.83SQ.17Te), which has its peak response at 
10.6 pm when operated at 77°K. The detector output voltage 
was observed to be proportional  to the square root of the 
signal power (a  A), as is  expected for heterodyne  opera- 
tion. The responsivity  of  these preliminary diodes was too 

=4.8 x 10-19 w. 

low,  however, to observe the noise associated with the LO. 
This, of course, is  necessary for optimum  heterodyne de- 
tection. 

VI. A COMPARISON BETWEEN PHOTOCONDUCTORS AND 
PHOTODIODES IN THE INFRARED 

It  has been demonstrated  in the previous sections that 
optimum  heterodyne detection has been  achieved in the 
infrared using both  photoconductive  and photovoltaic 
detectors. The question of the advantages of each naturally 
arises. 

The signal-to-noise ratio  for heterodyne detection was 
given in Section 11, where it was shown  that, for equal 
quantum efficiency, the  nonleaky reverse-biased photo- 
diode  has a which  is superior to  that of the photo- 
conductor  and the photovoltaic device by a factor of two. 
Therefore, from the point of  view  of S/N,  it  is preferable to 
operate a (sufficiently  high reverse-impedance) diode in a 
back-biased, rather than  in a photovoltaic or photoconduc- 
tive, configuration. This statement is  also  valid for direct 
detection, where the detectivity D* for reverse-biased 
operation is augmented by over photovoltaic and 
photoconductive  operation.[251 On  the other hand, a leaky 
photodiode characteristic may  give  rise to adverse effects 
when operated back-biased, as discussed by Pruett  and 
Petritz.[441 

Aside from the possible improvement in signal-to-noise 
ratio,  another  advantage in operating a photodiode in the 
reverse-biased configuration may be increased frequency 
response. DiDomenico  and S ~ e l t o [ ~ ~ ’  and Lucovsky et 

have shown that the frequency  response for a hetero- 
dyne  photodiode is either transit-time or  RC limited. 
Reverse-biasing increases the  diode depletion layer, reduc- 
ing the capacity of the device and therefore increasing its 
frequency response. (Reducing the carrier density also will 
decrease the diode capacity.) However, the Pb,-,Sn,Se 
photodiodes which we employed  had RC time constants - 1.5  ns  (with R N 1.5 R and CE 1100 pF), which  was con- 

cup core. % exhibited a reSOnance at about siderably less than the 20-1’1s response time. (The response ’ Turns ratio 1 1  to 55, no. 30 wire, on a Ferroxcube  Corporation 

200 kHz. time was measured by connecting the diode directly to a 
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properly terminated 5 0 4  line, and illuminating it with a 
1 -ns risetime GaAs injection-laser pulse.) We conclude that 
these diodes are presently limited by transit time (presum- 
ably through  the - 10-pm n-type layer) to the  junction. 
This transit time could be reduced by decreasing the thick- 
ness  of the n-type  layer without loss of responsivity. 

Photovoltaic  operation may be preferred in certain cases. 
For example, with diodes having a low  reverse impedance, 
a reverse voltage could cause undue heating. In  photo- 
voltaic operation, the circuitry is simpler,[251 and with  low 
reverse-resistance devices (< 50 Q), the use of a  broadband 
transformer might be adequate  for impedance transforma- 
tion  and  a satisfactory amplifier noise figure for frequencies 
up  to - 1 G H Z . [ ~ ~ ]  

For the photoconductor with ohmic contacts,  the basic 
frequency response is similar to that of the photodiode, 
except that it is lifetime or RC l i n ~ i t e d [ ' ~ ] , [ ~ ~ ] , [ ~ ~ ]  rather  than 
transit-time limited. Using fast pulse techniques in 2-mm3 
samples of uncompensated and  Sbcompensated  Ge:  Cu 
(C- 10 pF), has recently observed a frequency 
response of - 1 ns, which  is quite close to the RC limit for 
the 5 0 4  system  which  he used. Similar measurements have 
been made by  Buczek and P ~ c u s [ ~ ~ ]  in the several-hundred- 
MHz region. It should be mentioned that, using proper 
compensation, Ge:Cu detectors with lifetimes as short  as 

s have  been made at this laboratory. However, it 
must be kept in mind that when high-frequency response is 
obtained by matching into  a 5042 system, the responsivity 
of the high-impedance photoconductor is considerably re- 
duced. 

For optimum heterodyne detection, it is  necessary that the 
LO be  sufficiently strong so as  to provide the dominant 
source of noise (to overcome the amplifier noise). A high 
responsivity is therefore desirable so that  the LO radiation 
power may be kept moderate. Because the photoconductor 
responsivity is proportional to the photoconductor gain G, 
which is  given  by T/T where z is the freecarrier lifetime and 
Tis the transit time across the device,[281 it  is higher for thin 
photoconductors. Therefore, a compromise between re- 
sponsivity and RC frequency response must be made. A 
discussion of the trade-offs necessary for optimum photo- 
conductor heterodyne operation at high frequencies 
(+2 GHz) has been  given by Arams et ~ l . , [ ~ ~ '  who have 
fabricated thin Ge:Cu detectors for this purpose. On the 
other  hand,  photodiodes having high reverse impedances 
should have high responsivity and, since the gain is unity, 
should in general require less LO than the photoconductor. 

Finally, perhaps the most striking characteristic of the 
Pb, -,Sn,Se (as well as the Pb, -,Sn,Te and Cd,Hg, -,Te) 
photodiode detectors is their ability to operate at liquid 
nitrogen temperatures (77°K). By contrast, Ge : Cu requires 
near liquid helium temperatures (4°K) while Ge: Hg re- 
quires liquid hydrogen temperatures (18°K). The diodes 
are therefore more convenient to operate  and more suitable 
for field  use than  are the  photoconductors. Nevertheless, 
the  quantum efficiency  of the photodiode reported in this 
work is  below that of the photoconductor by a  factor of - 4, 
and the minimum detectable power is, therefore, cor- 
respondingly higher. 

Both photoconductors  and  photodiodes  are seen to be 
useful for infrared heterodyne detection, the choice of a 
particular device depending on the desired application. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
It has been shown that heterodyne techniques, whch have 

been  used  extensively in the radiowave and microwave 
regions, and more recently  in the optical (visible) portion of 
the electromagnetic spectrum,  are equally as valuable in the 
infrared. 

Coupled with the high power of the C 0 2  laser, and the 
8 to 14 pm atmospheric window, the optimum-detection 
heterodyne experiments reported in t h s  work are expected 
to be significant for communications applications. The 
operation of the system as  an infrared radar has also been 
demonstrated.  The technique might prove useful for in- 
frared heterodyne spectroscopy. It should be pointed out 
that coherent detection in the infrared is expected to be more 
sensitive than in the optical region because  of the smaller 
photon energy (the minimum detectable power is propor- 
tional to the photon energy). 

Further improvements in heterodyne sensitivity may  be 
expected  since the quantum efficiency  of detectors such as 
Pb, -,Sn,Se and Pb, -,Sn,Te, which are presently 2: 8 to 15 
percent, show promise of being greater in the future. 
Pb, -,Sn,Se detectors have already been operated at dry-ice 
temperatures (-. 78°C) with a response which  is down by 
only a  factor of  20 from the response at 77°K. Furthermore, 
diodes such as Cd,Hg,-xTe[501 (which peak at 10.6 pm 
with x=0.195)  and Pb, -,Sn,Te have  now  been fabricated 
with reverse impedances of - 50 Q so that impedance match- 
ing is  less  of a problem. With the availability of these higher 
impedances at the amplifier input,  an added advantage is 
that the noise  figure of the amplifier is improved, thus re- 
quiring less LO to overcome amplifier noise. Furthermore, 
if the diode reverse impedance could be raised to a level 
much greater than  that of the load resistance, an additional 
factor of two could be gained in the signal-to-noise ratio 
with reverse-biased operation. Thin Ge: Cu photoconduc- 
tive detectors with high gain as well as short lifetime have 
been reported by Arams et ul.[491 so that heterodyne de- 
tection in the GHz range is expected to be possible soon. 
Therefore, a general relaxation of the few conditions which 
are still required for efficient infrared heterodyne detection 
at  or near the theoretical limit may be anticipated. 
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